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Fantasy is based on the reality in thoughts. A good detective novel
reflects society. A detective has to try and unravel the mystery of a perfect
murder. The supernatural and paranormal is all around us. Sometimes it
is in dreams and also reality. Science fiction predicts future events and
revelations in stories related to as fiction. Holy books are fiction written
from the imagination of men. They too reflect on the future trying to show
us a better way of life. But without some belief other than our physical
reality we are but empty containers on a short voyage through eternity.
The invisible lines of magnetism that swirl around us are not seen, yet we
know they exist. They can only be seen in the suns fiery atomic furnace
or by placing a magnet underneath a sheet of paper and sprinkling iron
filings onto it. Those unseen forces that swirl around us affect all atoms
of physicality, the sun the moon and our own bodies.
Scientists know the imperceptible notion of gravity, and every one of
its existence, but no-one can explain why or how it looks. There are yet no
formulas to solve the fundamental basics of this phenomenon. The answer
lies in the minus or negative equations that no one, however, can
understand. The sceptics have doubts about clairvoyants and psychics
because they have tried to put a timescale on future events. I know from
my own personal experience that this is not possible as there is no ‘time’
in the astral realm. As single human units of existence, we can see events
and pictures forgotten or difficult to interpret. Sometimes tied up by
feelings or emotions.

Fifty years ago in a dream, I moved into the future to witness an
unusual event. Upon waking, I blurted it out to several colleagues who
then ridiculed me. I then forgot about it, but eighteen months later it
was headlined in the local paper. I was wrong in revealing it because it
was meant for me alone and no one else. A gift from the astral realm to
show me that there was a lot more to existence than I would ever know
in physical form.
A collective of people with psychic abilities working together can
create quite startling results. Meditating with a group of like-minded
people can create extraordinary reactions. Unfortunately, it takes only
one negative or selfish mind to disrupt the collective and cause
confusion. I had difficulty in controlling my ascent through my head
chakra and ended up somewhere in the universe surrounded by human
reptilian heads. Again, this was for me and no one else although others
in the group knew of them.
My links with the astral realm are intermittent. I find that I cannot
talk to relatives as some psychics contacting the astral direct. At times
I awoke in the early morning by someone shouting my name or showing
me a thunderstorm or as a warning a very boisterous firework display.
Once again this was for me and no-one else, and with luck, the fireworks
will not happen again. Two years later my life was significant in change
and turmoil.
Writers of fiction don’t realise that at times they are remote
channelling to a different reality. This is not an out of body experience
but more of channelling. The intense feelings and emotions revealing a
picture without the use of visual perception. The astral is a world of
great beauty where spiritual entities live and dwell, some in a mirror
body of the physical, others in streams of light and shade. It is all
created and held together by majestic high creatures of light. We are all
made from ethereal essence and do not die. Only our bodies have
departed from the physical world for in truth we are all celestial,
collective and individual. The area is as vast as space itself with the
ethereal and physical worlds all coexisting on different frequencies. The
two never mix.

Angels and Archangels watch over the magical landscape display
a white heavenly glowing light around them. In the astral world, the
most divine and wondrous sections glisten with the most striking
colours imaginable. Other places are dark and formidable held together
by tortured souls. They manifest the most miserable of existences.
This book creates an in-depth focus on the realms of the astral:
the afterlife. What is this strange and compelling world that we are all
heading towards? After reading this your eyes open to a beautiful yet
formidable new world. Whether the astral realm is fiction or reality, only
you can decide. I know it exists.
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